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Example of a Data Dictionary: The table below is an example of a simple data dictionary using 
the Dublin Core metadata scheme. A data dictionary is used to understand the metadata 
scheme that your institution has chosen to use. This data dictionary identifies metadata field 
names, definitions, and rules for use. In the example below, we also included an Example 
column. In your institution, you can use metadata that best fits your purposes, but it is important 
to have consistency for yourself, staff, and others who will be accessing your collections and 
metadata. A data dictionary can be used alongside a project manual or workflow.  
 
Table: Example Data Dictionary using DublinCore  

Dublin Core Term Definition Notes/Guidelines Example 

Title The name given to the 
resource 

REQUIRED: Capitalize 
words in Title field. 
Include date if 
applicable.  

Log Footbridge Over 
Humptulips River, 1895 

Creator The person(s) or 
organization(s) primarily 
responsible for the 
intellectual content of 
the resource; the author 
or originator. 

REQUIRED: The 
photographer (if image) 
or the author (if 
document). Format 
Lastname, Firstname 

Pratsch, Charles R 

Subject The topic of the 
resource; also 
keywords, phrases or 
classification descriptors 
that describe the subject 
or content of the 
resource. 

Use WSU Subjects List 
that Head Librarian 
updates yearly. Located 
in 
\\libfs\MetadataGuidelin
es 

Bridges--Washington 
(State) 
Logs--Washington 
(State) 
Rivers--Washington 
(State) 
Trees--Washington 
(State) 

Description A textual description of 
the content of the 
resource, including 
abstracts in the case of 
document-like objects; 
also may be a content 
description in the case 
of visual resources. 

REQUIRED: Describe 
what is depicted in the 
image  or summary of 
document or letter. 
Describe condition of 
physical material. Copy 
any metadata written on 
front or back of photo.  

A black and white image 
of a log footbridge over 
the Humptulips River 
with a figure standing in 
the middle. The 
Humptulips River is a 
river in Grays Harbor 
County, Washington, 



also called Hum-tu-lups, 
Humptolups, Humtutup, 
and Um-ta-lah..  

Publisher The organization 
responsible for making 
the resource available in 
its present form, such 
as a publisher, 
university department or 
corporate entity. 

Washington State 
University Manuscripts, 
Archives and Special 
Collections, unless 
otherwise specified.  

Washington State 
University Manuscripts, 
Archives and Special 
Collections 

Contributor Person(s) or 
organization(s) in 
addition to those 
specified in the 
CREATOR field, who 
have made significant 
intellectual contributions 
to the resource, but on a 
secondary basis. 

Contributors may be 
photographer’s 
assistants, people who 
added to the image 
(artists, craftsmen) 
Format Lastname, 
Firstname 

McKenzie, Colin S.  

Date The date the resource 
was made available in 
its present form. 

REQUIRED: Use format 
YYYY-MM-DD. If date is 
unknown or 
approximate, use ca. 
YYYY 

1895-08-06 

Type The resource type, such 
as home page, novel, 
poem, working paper, 
technical report, image, 
audio, etc. 

REQUIRED: Choose 
from: Image, Document 

Image 

Format The representation of 
the resource, such as 
glass plate negative, 
PDF, postcard, 16mm 
open reel film, etc.  

REQUIRED: List digital 
surrogates and original 
physical format. Note 
technical information: 
scanner used and dpi. 
Choose from: 
Photograph, Postcard, 
Glass Plate Negative, 
Lantern Slide.  

Original photographic 
prints were scanned as 
300 dpi TIFF files on a 
Microtek 9600XL 
scanner. 72 dpi JPEG 
files were then added to 
the CONTENTdm 
database at the WSU 
Libraries. Original 
format: Glass plate 
negative. 

Identifier A string or numbers or 
letters used to uniquely 
identify the resource. 
This might be the file 
name if digital, or a 
unique ID or catalog 
number if physical.  

REQUIRED: Use item 
number. 

387 



Source The collection or work, 
either print or electronic, 
from which the resource 
is taken. 

REQUIRED: Collection 
number. Also use only if 
image is taken from a 
larger work like a bound 
volume. 

PC 18 

Language The language(s) of the 
intellectual content of 
the resource. 

List multiple if needed. 
Check with supervisor if 
you identify a language 
you do not know.  

English, Quinault 

Relation The relationship to other 
resources. 

Use if image is taken 
from a larger work like a 
bound volume, or if 
other images are closely 
related. 

PC18_388 is a copy of 
this glass plate 
negative. 

Coverage The geographic 
locations and time of the 
resource, if applicable. 

List area: Whitman 
County, Quinault Indian 
Nation, etc. and time 
period 

Grays Harbor County, 
19th century  

Rights A rights statement or a 
link to a general 
copyright notice, or a 
rights-management 
statement for your 
organization.  

REQUIRED: Use 
Washington State 
University Libraries 
general rights 
statement. 

For permission to 
publish please contact 
Washington State 
University Libraries, 
Manuscripts, Archives, 
and Special Collections 
(509) 335-6691. 
Washington State 
University Libraries 
does not claim to control 
the copyright for all 
pictorial materials in its 
collections. MASC will 
provide any information 
it has available to the 
user in this regard. 
http://www.libraries.wsu.
edu/masc/policies/repro
duction 
 

 
 
 
 
Choosing a metadata scheme: When choosing a metadata scheme for a project or for your 
institution as a whole, consider the following points:  

● The context in which the metadata will be created and used is very important. Consider 
what kind of metadata you hope to create, the staff who will be creating it, and your 

http://www.libraries.wsu.edu/masc/policies/reproduction
http://www.libraries.wsu.edu/masc/policies/reproduction
http://www.libraries.wsu.edu/masc/policies/reproduction


users who will be viewing and using the metadata. Another important thing to consider is 
how the collection will be accessed.  

● The format of the material might be a factor. For example, if you are only describing 
digital still images or audio files there may be metadata standards which are particularly 
appropriate. An example is the Visual Resources Association’s standard VRA Core 
Categories, for images and visual resources. 

● The staff and budget you have to invest in creating metadata. Metadata creation can 
time-consuming/expensive. Choose a scheme (or the minimum fields of a scheme) that 
fits with what you are able to create for a project.  

● How metadata will be created. Some technical metadata can be auto-generated and can 
be easier to collect, but descriptive metadata generally requires manual input. For 
example: if you will reach out to community members to add interviews, traditional 
knowledge, or stories as part of metadata, you will need to think through how that 
information will be added. You will need to develop clear workflows and staff training. 

● Some examples of metadata schemes that are suitable for images are: Dublin Core, 
VRA Core 

 
Dating photographs: Estimating the date that a photograph was taken is a key step that can 
add a great deal of context to your metadata. If you are not able to find an exact date, you 
should try to find an approximate date or range.  

● Looking at background objects can produce results. One strategy is to look for calendars 
on the wall if the photograph is indoors, or enlarging car license plates to see the year if 
outdoors. The years of cars can often be estimated by looking at cars produced in 
different years.  

● Identifying people is very useful for identifying dates. Figuring out the approximate age of 
children in a photograph can be particularly useful, if their identities are known. 

● Changes in hairstyles for a person, or improvements to a building, or changes to a 
landscape can provide important clues.  

● Identifying the format of a photograph can also be helpful, as some formats were only 
produced during certain time periods.  

○ Different notch codes stamped on negatives and slides also can be used to 
determine when the film was produced or developed. 
  

Describing photographs: The description of the main contents of an image is key information. 
This description typically notes information that can be seen in the photograph.  

● At a minimum, the primary contents of the photograph are noted. 
○ Strike a balance between being informative, but not overly detailed. 

● Noteworthy information that is present but not obvious also can be listed.  
● Include metadata that has been written on the photograph or accompanying materials.  

○ You can indicate where the information was written (for example: Front of 
Photograph, Back of Photograph, etc.)  

● When listing people - you can list names, indicating what order or direction.  
○ For example: From left to right: Person One, Person Two, etc.  



 
Embedded metadata: Another way of adding information to an image is actually embedding 
the metadata within the file. It is important to have the metadata about an image saved 
separately (in spreadsheets, databases, or content management systems), but the more 
detailed information you can provide about an image the better. Embedded metadata, if properly 
applied and managed, should remain with the digital file for its lifecycle.  
 
With digital camera technology, some technical metadata is provided by the digital camera (for 
example, the camera manufacturer and photo date) and embedded.  For historic photographs, 
digitization with a scanner can embed information in the file in the same way (for example, 
scanner make and model, scan date, and resolution). Other descriptive information (for 
example, creator, contributors, keywords/tags, or captions) must be added manually. This can 
be done once the images are transferred to a computer with management software (for 
example, Adobe Lightroom or Adobe Bridge). Some software will let you update embedded 
metadata in batches, making the process much more efficient. 
 
To view embedded metadata in a Windows environment, right click on a file and select 
Properties and then Details to view and edit fields. On a Mac, right click on the file and select 
Get Info for some basic information. 
 


